Clarence Moore Wins Competition for Oxford Prize

Graduate Student Is Awarded the Rhodes Scholarship

Clarence R. Moore, graduate student at Tech, was one of the 12 American students awarded Rhodes scholarships last month. According to the annual meeting of the dormitory committee, Mr. Moore is a graduate of the University of North Dakota, class of 1933. He is pursuing graduate work in the Electrical Engineering Department under the direction of Mr. H. L. Taylor, professor of electrical engineering. He has made notable contributions to the research activity of the department in all their printed works. The papers are now on the desk of the dormitory committee.


tan, a native of New Bedford, will be a career artist by painting ships in the harbor at Lynn and a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and his representations of icebergs and ice storms have been exhibited in this country and in London. The group of sketches presented to the Institute by Mr. Tyler exemplifies the ease and spontaneity, as well as the careful treatment of detail, which characterise this artist's work.

UNWIN CONCLUDES PUBLIC LECTURES

Final Talk on City Planning Was Presented Wednesday

Sir Raymond Unwin, noted British authority on city planning and visiting lecturer in the Architectural Department, delivered the last of a series of five lectures yesterday evening on city planning yesterday in Roger Willoughby Hall. His topic was "The Planning of Local Institutions and Finance." Mr. Unwin is internationally known for his experience in city planning and long range planning of certain cities. He has been a chief architect to the British Ministry of Health and as technical adviser to the Greater London Regional Planning Committee. His plan for the Royal Institute of British Architects.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS

At a meeting of the Physical Society held on Friday, January 5, the following officers were elected: President, William W. Bridge, '36; president-elect, Edward G. Pohl, '37, secretary, Harold G. A. Beattie, '37; and treasurer, Charles E. Toomey, '37. The annual exclusive for male dance, according to Institute rules, will be held at 3:00 A.M. on Saturday, January 20.

TE. N. WILL PRESENT NEW VERSION OF FLASHING LIGHT MYSTERY WEDNESDAY

Junior Debates Phenomenon of Flashing Light as the "Savoy" Guests; February Issue Out at 7:30 P.M. Same Time; Will Have Artistic and Scientific Content

Continuing its policy of baffling the artistic and scientific world, the Physical Society will present on Wednesday evening at 7:30 P.M. in the "Savoy," the third annual "flashlight" lecture. The lecture is literally "above board." The content is expected to be of interest to both the scientific and the artistic mind. The society's past performances have already been noted with interest by the Scientific American.